The 
Introduction
One of the most important tasks associated with autonomy of robot motion is global path planning. Every type of robot requires individual approach to this problem, because robot motion capabilities depend on kinematic structure of the mobile platform. Another equally important component of the global path planning is adequate representation of the environment. Most often the robot operates in heterogeneous environment, which can be characterized by diverse properties, and taking this fact into account is definitely beneficial in the path planning process. A desirable solution returns path optimal according to the adopted criteria and possible for realization by the robot in its workspace. There is no single method of path planning which would be appropriate for all tasks in robotics, and thus in order to get the best results for a given problem, the methods have to be modified.
In this article, the approach of optimal path planning is presented for one of the more frequently used types of mobile robots -the platform with nonsteered wheels. To this end, the any-angle path planning method with original modifications that include terrain non-homogeneity and generic robot motion model was used.
Selection of Path Planning Method for a robot with Non-steered Wheels on Heterogeneous Terrain
There exist several methods of global path planning, whose usefulness varies depending on target application. The potential field methods [1] are fast, but they suffer from the local minima problem, the genetic methods have big potential [2] , but are significantly slower and difficult in description and implementation. Both those groups are characterized by frequent lack of algorithm convergence, so sometimes the returned path is not optimal. Additionally, serious difficulties in representation of complex models of the environment and robot can be encountered. The alternative are graph search algorithms [3] , where belong admissible non-heuristic algorithms, e.g. Dijkstra [4] , and heuristic algorithms like A* [5] . The search space in those methods has to be discretized to the form of a weighted graph whose nodes and edges represent respectively available locations and possible movements between them. Moreover, the search algorithms make use of the strategy of choice of the search direction, which can be modified in order to achieve desirable motion behaviors that are possible for the chosen kinematic model of the robot.
In case of the graph search algorithms, the terrain where the robot operates is most often discretized to the grid of elements of identical size, based on which the graph is constructed. Weight of each edge of the graph depends in an unique way on properties of nodes which it connects. When the nodes represent locations, most often edge weight is equal to a distance between the nodes, though in general the travel cost does not have to be associated with length. By appropriately choosing search politics and cost models, it is possible to obtain solution of the optimal path planning task for any criterion. The essential problem which remains to be solved is how the path looks in the discretized terrain, which directly depends on graph representation, and the path appearance is often different than would be expected in continuous environment.
The path found on the terrain grid is optimal from the point of view of the graph, so it usually looks unrealistic and is not the shortest one in the real continuous environment. In [6] , author presented analysis of the problem of path length dependency on various environment models and search methods on regular grids. Example of difference in the path length found with A* method, and the shortest one possible for the continuous environment is shown in Fig. 1 . As one may notice, the path found by the A* algorithm (Fig. 1a) , despite being optimal in the graph space (assuming path length as optimality criterion) does not reflect in a good enough degree the path which is optimal in the real continuous environment (Fig. 1b) . The path, let alone it is longer than the shortest one in the continuous environment, comprises also several unnecessary turns which may introduce additional cost of robot motion. The robot will waste time and energy by turning in place, and time and energy affect the majority of optimality criteria traditionally used in robotics. It is possible to claim undoubtedly that for a skid-steered robot, turning in place has to be considered because of significant amounts of energy which are necessary for this maneuver. Therefore, the solution may consist in change of the environment representation or modification of the planning method to obtain paths more alike the real ones. The change of environment discretization, for example, to the visibility graph would solve the problem of path outlook, but it would also make representation of heterogeneity of the environment more difficult and would noticeably extend the computation time of the algorithm [7] .
This problem can be also resolved by modification of the algorithm rather than the representation of the data. Example of this approach are any-angle path planning methods [6] , that is, the methods for which the ultimate path outlook does not depend strictly on edges of the graph based on which the path was found.
Many approaches to this problem were proposed, from smoothing paths found by the A* to more complex modifications, that is, Theta* [7] , Block A* [8] , Field D* [9] . Based on [8] and [10] one may come to the conclusion that out of the previously mentioned methods, the Theta* algorithm will be the most appropriate for the mobile robot global path planning task. If path length is the chosen optimality criterion, then the found path is usually the shortest one and has smaller (or comparable) number of turns compared to other A* family algorithms. The Theta* algorithm yields to the other algorithms mainly as far as speed of computation is concerned, however, in the present case speed is not the most important factor. The important factor, besides optimality of found paths, is the possibility of representation of heterogenous terrain which directly affects the cost according to each of the assumed optimality criteria. Author believes that Theta* is one of the most suitable algorithms for the mobile robot global optimal path planning task because:
• it returns the optimal path if it exists, • shape of the found path complies with the assumption of continuous environment, • it works fine with discrete representation of terrain. Authors in [11] presented generalization of the Theta* toward maps with non-uniform cost of each cell. The introduced modifications are general purpose in the sense, they do not take into account model of robot kinematics.
The aim of this work is modification of the Theta* method so as to solve the problem of finding optimal path for a robot with all wheels non-steered according to any cost model that includes longitudinal motion of a robot and its (pivot) turning on the known heterogeneous terrain.
Robot Model and Environment Representation
The map. The search space is represented in the form of a weighted graph with nodes as the admissible robot locations. The following assumptions concerning terrain map discretization were introduced:
• the terrain map is divided into square-shaped elements, which form the so-called occupancy grid, • length of side of an individual element l = 0.1 m, • the search space has the form of a graph with m nodes n j j=1,2,3…m, • each node n j stores information about terrain properties T(x,y) = μ xy and about location on the map (x,y) which it represents, • the cost value is assigned to every edge depending on the properties of nodes connected by this edge. The robot. The assumed mobile platform is equipped with non-steered or caster wheels and has the capability of:
• moving along a straight line, • (pivot or in-place) turning through arbitrary angle.
It is assumed that during motion the robot does not turn along an arc, that is, forward motion and turning do not occur simultaneously. In the autonomous operation of this kind of robots it is favorable to avoid the combined motion, because the combined motion additionally increases possibility of wheel slip and other unpredicted motions. The point-to-point motion is the simplest to realize.
State of the robot at the time instant t is described as:
,
where p t x , p t y -are respectively x and y coordinates of robot position on the map, θ t -robot orientation with respect to the Cartesian coordinate system of the map at the time instant t (Fig. 2) .
Fig. 2. Robot pose in map coordinates
The cost of robot motion can be represented in various ways, depending on the assumed criteria of path optimality. In order to allow arbitrary choice of the criteria, the total cost of motion C includes both longitudinal motion along a straight line and the pivot turning:
where: C R -turning cost and C M -forward motion cost.
Motion along the path of length s can be divided into S elements of lengths Δs i for which elementary costs C i will be equal to:
After assuming that the elementary length Δs i is identical with the graph edge i, one may write that the total cost of path described on this graph is equal to:
The cost of longitudinal motion and turning can be further determined based on terrain properties and the motion realized by the robot. Terrain property µ i for the graph edge is equal to the value assigned to the node which was encountered earlier during robot motion. Use of only one node for the elementary motion along Δs i for a dense grid introduces a small error, which was allowed for the sake of significant simplification of the cost calculation:
where μ i is the function parameter describing terrain property assigned to the start node of the i-th graph edge, R is the cost function for turning whose value depends on change of the angle of orientation of the robot Δθ i , M is the cost function for robot forward motion whose value depends on the travelled distance Δs i . The turning cost for a robot with steered wheels can be much smaller than for the skid-steered robot. The μ i value is equal to the property of the discrete element of coordinates X i and Y i on the map corresponding to the graph node deemed the start node for a given edge. The start node of the edge is defined by the search strategy and it depends on the previous position of the robot. After assuming that at the time instant t the robot has the state x t and it starts motion from the node n(p x t ,p y t ) along the edge i and ends motion at the node n(p x t+1 ,p y t+1 ), one can write:
where T(p x t ,p y t ) is terrain type property mentioned earlier. Thus, the weights assigned to edges depend directly on: nodes they connect, direction of robot motion and its orientation. In view of that, partial cost of robot motion between graph nodes can be written as:
, (8) where elementary length Δs i and change of orientation Δθ i with respect to terrain map are equal to: ,
, (10) where S > i > 0 and for i = 1, the p y 0 p x 0 and θ 0 are values of the robot initial state.
Equation (8) can be transformed into general form of the partial cost as a function of the robot variable state:
Functions R and M can have arbitrary forms. For energy optimization of the path, they can be, for instance, models of energy consumption by robot drives during straight-line motion and during turning. Additionally, in order to keep the algorithm admissible, both functions have to be linear with respect to Δs i and Δθ i , which are time dependent.
Global Path Planning with the Modified Theta* Method
Starting from a certain start node, the A* algorithm searches the state space graph, successively "closing" its "visited" nodes which are situated at the so-called frontier. During visiting the node n j , the cost of path necessary to reach this node is calculated based on the cost function F: (12) , (13) where: G(n i ) -is the cost from the start node to the n j node, g(n j-1 ,n j ) -partial cost of robot motion between nodes n j-1 and n j , l -number of nodes which form the path from n 0 to n j , H(n j ) -estimation of the cost of the remaining not-yet-found path from the node n j to the target.
Nodes which are subsequently visited from the currently closed location (i.e., node) depend exclusively on the chosen search policy and most often they are the neighboring nodes. For a graph based on the occupancy grid, the algorithm -if the node is not at the map boundary -most often tries to visit from 4 to 8 neighbors of the current node (including possibilities of diagonal motion). Each node additionally stores information about its parent, from where it was visited. If at the moment of visiting the node, the total cost F(n i ) is smaller than previously determined (the same nodes can be visited from different directions), the pointer to the parent of this node is updated. If the node considered target node becomes closed, then the path is found and it is generated based on the pointers to parents.
Assuming that the robot at a given time instant can be in one location only (a graph node), the introduced earlier partial cost can be now assumed as follows:
The main idea and difference of Theta* as compared to A* is determination of node parents based on mutual visibility by means of the line-of-sight check (the pseudocode shown in Fig. 3 , described in detail in [7] ). During searching the graph, the parent-child relations are updated for any successive nodes making the path that mutually "see" each other. Pointer to parent is set at every successive node to the furthest visible node which belongs to the path. This leads to a frequent situation where the parent is not neighbor to its child in the sense of being connected by the graph edge. Consequently, it is not possible to use the cost model like that directly in the Theta* algorithm, because partial value in the heterogeneous terrain is not identical along the whole path between parent and child. When the cost is not homogeneous during traverse, the visibility ceases to be a sufficient condition of optimality of the found path -replacement of the visibility condition with the terrain homogeneity condition becomes necessary (Fig.4) . This condition is checked by iterative review of all cells lying on a line between the start point and end point under test (Fig. 5) . Selection of the mentioned cells is carried out using the Bresenham algorithm [12] . If any of the cells is untraversable or type of terrain of the successive cells is not the same, then the terrain along the line connecting the chosen endpoints is heterogeneous. Otherwise, when the terrain is homogeneous, it is possible to use the derived earlier cost model because the μ parameter is constant. Fig. 3 . Pseudocode of the reference Theta* [7] Fig. 4 . Theta* for the robot with non-steered wheels in the heterogeneous environment
Values of R and M constants in the cost models are assumed respectively R = 5 and M = 1. Example paths found are shown in Fig. 8 . The noticeable large number of turns in the path found by the modified Theta* is caused by high diversity of terrain and by not including costs associated with acceleration and stopping. Summary of results from 300 trials in total is shown in Tables 2 and 3 . Gain in cost value and path length in case of Theta* as compared to the reference version of A* is presented. 
Conclusion
Use of the appropriate motion cost models enables solution of the global path planning task during operation of real mobile robots according to arbitrary In Fig. 4 necessary changes in the ComputeCost function within Theta* algorithm as well as additional formulas are shown, which include arbitrary models of cost for longitudinal motion and turning as well as terrain heterogeneity testing. Example longitudinal motion C M and turning C R cost models are shown in Fig. 6 . In those models, the example cost of longitudinal motion depends on travelled distance and the cost of turning, on absolute value of change of the angle of robot orientation. The M and R quantities are auxiliary constants that modify values of the appropriate costs. 
Simulation Results
A number of simulations of path planning using the proposed Theta* modification and the standard version of A* with the same models of cost and environment in order to compare quality of the obtained results were conducted. On a map of dimensions 512 x 512 cells (51.2 m x 51.2 m) shown in Fig. 7 , 100 trials of searching of paths for each of three different sets of terrain parameters were carried out. Values of terrain properties for three variants are shown in Table 1 and they are assigned to cells of the map according to the colors shown in Fig. 7.   Fig. 7 . A map used for algorithm testing criterion which depends on heterogeneous terrain. Adjustment of the any-angle algorithm to the considered robot model results in reduced cost of the found path as compared to the standard A* algorithm and the differences may reach over a dozen percent. It was also noticed that the gain is greater on the terrain where differences of properties are larger. Moreover, the length of path found is shorter on average, despite the used optimality criterion was disparate from the shortest path criterion. The changes proposed in the Theta* algorithm give opportunity of finding optimal path on heterogeneous terrain which can be realized by a robot with non-steered or caster wheels.
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